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enough; it was a French policy first, and a European policy
second. To Stresemann it was the only practical German policy
because in her own interests Germany must pursue first, last,
and all the time, a European policy.
It was here that Stresemann broke away from the old-fashioned
moderate nationalism that was his first republican love. He had
now reached a definition of nationalism that in his view corre-
sponded to the post-war period, and particularly to the actual
moment of general detente. He never gave it that lapidary form
which would have made it clear and beyond controversy; even
the policy that was inspired by it was still incompletely formu-
lated when he died. But it is not rash to say that the ultimate
conviction on which both definition and policy rested lay at once
in the acceptance of the contemporary trend towards that con-
solidation and solidarity of which the totalitarian state is the
supreme parody; in the conviction that the condition of that
consolidation which alone will ensure the survival and the
development of Western civilization was the moral hegemony
of a Liberal and—using the adjective in its positive sense—a
pacifist Germany; and in the belief that, in securing that future,
Germany would touch a greatness beyond the dreams of the
headiest nationalism in a land where nationalism is perpetually
in a state not merely of headiness, but of hysterical megalomania.
It is the fashion to say that in his progress towards that
conception he ignored all those things that are the true determin-
ants of development—economic rivalries, the class struggle, the
intellectual and social conditions of the time—and because he
ignored them, there was nothing left but disillusion and defeat.
Putting aside the pseudo-scientificism of the charge, it amounts
to nothing more than that he took an exaggerated view of
the intelligence of his fellows. He probably did, not because
he rated them too highly, but because he overestimated the
persuasive powers of his own superb combativeness, and
the spell-binding power of the great ideal he proposed to set
before them. But, because he was fired with that conception, he
felt it incumbent upon him to lead, and in his conception of
leadership he was intellectually leagues ahead of all his critics.

